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Azure Migration Assessment
At Eviden, we ignite your cloud journey with our Azure Migration 
Assessment.

Our strategic approach is backed by industry-leading expertise and an AI-
based proprietary tool suite that ensures efficiency and clarity to unlock 
transformation and reduce risk.

We provide directional guidance to unlock your business strategy and 
migration readiness.

We provide expert insight and tailored guidance to organizations seeking 
to undertake Cloud Transformations and solve complex challenges with 
Cloud.

Executive-Level Strategic Alignment: We provide strategic guidance to 
clarify possible cloud transformation paths based on strategic drivers, 
objectives, and challenges.

Accelerate Decision-Making: We support more informed decision-
making with cloud providers and strategy choices.

Technical Estate Alignment: We leverage our technical expertise to 
evaluate key considerations, challenges, opportunities, and hyperscaler 
funding programs.

What We Offer

“

”

See what analysts are saying:

“By 2025, 80% of enterprise 
will have shut down their 
traditional data center.”

– Gartner
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Discovery Phase
Eviden’s Azure Migration Assessment smoothly 
advances through the Discovery phase.
Our experts powered by Cloudamize Studio 
Discovery efficiently collect server and application 
data, utilizing workshops and interviews as 
required.

Analysis Phase
During the analysis phase, we leverage our 
proprietary tool, Cloudamize Studio Analyze, to 
gain profound insights into your estate and 
applications.
This enables us to formulate a transformation 
roadmap, offering high-level business case 
recommendations and cloud suitability insights.

Migration Planning
The process seamlessly transitions into Migration 
Planning, ensuring a comprehensive and well-
informed strategy for the migration journey.

How it works Execution Strategies and Solutions
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Resources: CIO, CTO, BUs, Head of Development, Head of IT, CISO, CDO, Innovation Director. Application OwnerCustomer

Resources: Cloud Advisor, Cloud Architect, Cloud Engagement Manager, Cloud Assessment leadsEviden

Rationalization

Data sources synthesized and Analysis & 
Migration Strategy Recommendations

Rehost

Replatform

Refactor/Rebuild/Replace

Retire or Retain

Cloudamize Studio combines our EVIDEN expertise & suite of tools to accelerate your end-to-end 
transformation. We share our experience to unlock your strategic imperatives and efficiently gather essential 
data to migrate with confidence.
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Realize the value of the cloud 
faster

Company:  US Mortgage Lender

Solution: 
• EVIDEN utilized Cloudamize Studio for assessing 500 servers, estimating Azure migration costs, and creating a business case 

and transformation plan.
• Our team established an Azure landing zone.
• All applications and servers were migrated to the cloud following best practices.

Outcome:
• Comprehensive Plan for Data Center Exit led to successful data center exit within the required deadline
• 36% reduction in yearly operating costs
• Cohesive, flexible, and scalable infrastructure on Azure cloud, ready for further growth

Minimize the costs and risks of 
cloud adoption

Make informed decisions aligned 
to business objectives

Customer Outcomes

Customer Success

Microsoft Business Group
global-microsoft@eviden.com 

Contact Eviden is your preferred digital, cloud, data, 
and security partner to help you realize your 
digital future. Together, Microsoft and Eviden 
are expanding the possibilities of data and 
technology, now and for generations to come. 
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